
When Oom Piet and his 
toolbox are not around, 

Level Up with Vox  
and hack life with a  
QUICK DIY tutorial.  

Live smart - Level Up!

Level Up!

Get Fibre
Starting from 

R554pm

* When selecting one of the above packages,  
your setup costs are free.

Wifi Booster
Starting from R249pm*

Uncapped Voice
Starting from R249pm*

OR

ADD



Vox Fibre Bundles 

LINE SPEED                         CAPPED DATA* UNCAPPED DATA*

200GB 300GB 400GB 600GB 1.2TB BASIC PRO

10/5Mbps R655pm R554pm R807pm

20/10Mbps R756pm R706pm R907pm

50/25Mbps R907pm R857pm R1,059pm

100/50Mbps R1,109pm R958pm R1,210pm

1000/100Mbps R2,622pm R2,572pm R2,774pm

Mobile Data

WiFi Router***

Vobi with Uncapped Voice

24/7 Tech Support

Setup Fee R1,725 R1,725 R1,725 R1,725 R1,725 R1,725 Free**

Month-to-Month Subscription

Supafone

 *  All pricing is VAT inclusive and subject 
to change without notice.

6 Ways to level up with Vox Fibre
Access to live streaming 
Forget TV subscriptions when you can live 
stream all your favourite TV shows, movies, music 
and so much more. 
 
Level up with uncapped calling  
Bundle your Fibre package with uncapped calling 
at R249pm incl. VAT with our Vobi app on your 
mobile or if you prefer a handset, our Supafone 
wireless phone. 
 
Access to life hacks  
Live up to your capabilities and hack your life. 
Level up to gourmet chef with online cooking 
shows, or to a skilled DIY guru with DIY tutorials. 
Show off those new-found skills to all your 
house guests!
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Level up with Office 365 for the whole family  
Bundle your Fibre package with Office 365. Allow 
the whole family to store important moments, 
make 60 minutes of Skype calls per month for  
free and align calendars across 6 users, on any 
smart device at any time. 
 
Access to smart living 
Connect your devices, your appliances and 
anything else that connects to the internet and 
live the smart way with Fibre to the Home. 
 
Level up with Air Ties WiFi Booster 
Bundle your Fibre package with high-speed WiFi 
in every corner of your home and manage the 
utilisation of your home network.

 ***  1Gbps router (no WiFi) provided on the
 1Gbps bundles.

 ** Cancellation terms & conditions apply.


